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Abstract:
In this paper we introduced low leakage 10T one-bit
full adders cells are proposed for mobile applications.
The analysis has been performed on various process
and circuits techniques, the analysis with leakage
power. We introduced a new transistor resizing
approach for 1bit full adder cells to determine the
optimal sleep transistor size which reduce the leakage
power and area to minimize leakage current. We have
performed simulations using Cadence Virtuoso 45nm
standard CMOS technology at room temperature with
supply voltage of 0.71V. Simulations have been also
compared for multiple VDD. Thus design guide-lines
have been derived to select the most suitable topology
for the design features required. This paper also
proposes a novel figure of merit to realistically
compare 1-bit adders implemented as a chain of onebit full adders. The CMOS leakage current at the
process level can be decreased by some implement on
deep sub micron method. The circuit level technique is
reduced power consumption at very high level. In this
paper we simulate the 10T Adder using many
techniques both circuit level, process level.
Key Word —Adder, CMOS, MOSFET Transistor
Leakage and Threshold Voltage
I. Introduction:
Due to increasing the demand of low power ICs for
digital Circuits, use in like palmtop computers, cellular
mobile, etc design choices which take into
consideration low power features along with other
circuit features like speed, area, performance life time,
accuracy etc. Additions are heart of computational
circuits and many complex arithmetic circuits are
based on the addition and it is often one of the speedlimiting elements. Hence optimization of the adder
both in terms of speed and/or power consumption must
be pursued. During the design of an 1 bit full adder
we have to make two choices for different design
abstraction levels. One is accountable for the adder’s
architecture implemented with the one-bit full adder as
a building block. The other defines the particular
design style at transistor level to implement the one-bit
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full adder. The one-bit full adder used is a three-input
two-output block. The inputs are the two bits to be
added, A and, B and the carry bit Ci, which is
the calculations of the previous digits. The outputs
are the result of the sum operation S and the
result of the of the carry bit operation Co. More
specifically, the sum and carry output are given by
  …..1
        
    …………………….... .2
From equation (2) it is evident that if A=B the carry
output is equal to their value Co = Ci and the full adder
has to wait for the computation of Co. Until now, in the
literature there have been some comparisons between
full adder circuits. However, in the former work, no
low-power topologies were realized at all, whereas in
the latter, new topologies which appear to be
promising is not taken into account. Moreover, the
effects of the interconnection parasitic of low-power
full adders in were extracted from layout only for the
CMOS and CPL topologies, whereas they were only
roughly estimated for the other circuits. For these
reasons, these estimated results differ from those
presented in this paper. Apart from and, no systematic
comparisons have been developed in the literature for
other topologies, and newly proposed circuits are
compared to existing ones by applying different
simulation and comparison strategies, and by using
different technologies. Hence, it is not simple to
compare performances in a fair and clearly
understandable manner. The analysis and comparison
developed here have been carried out in terms of
speed, power consumption and delay product. The
investigation, which also includes the most interesting
recently proposed one-bit full adders, has been based
on simulation runs on a Cadence environment by using
a 0.45nm process taking parasitic into account, since
post layout simulations have been performed. Two
different design strategies have been used to size each
topology. The former one is used to minimize power
consumption adopting minimum-size transistors, the
latter one is minimum power-delay product by suitable

transistor sizing. Performance for bothh plan strategies
has been also compared for different supply voltage
values.
II The 10T Adder
The circuit of 10T Adder is a one-bit full adder core
has three inputs (A, B, and carry iin Ci) and two
outputs (sum S and carry out Co). Thhe Adder cell is
made of five CMOS inverters that arre connected as
shown in fig1. Input A is directly conneected to inverter
first while input B is connected second and third
inverter. Second inverter PMOS ddrain and third
inverter NMOS drain are connectedd first inverter
output while second inverter NMOS drain and third
inverter drain are connected directly input A. Second
inverter output is connected fourth invverter input and
input Ci is given in inverter fifth. Therre is interesting,
the power supply VDD connected firsst inverter only.
All transistors have minimum lengthh (LMIN =45nm
according to used Technology), while their widths are
typically design parameters. The valuue of WN1 and
WN2 defines the NMOS driver transistoors width use in
first inverter CMOS Invertors and the value of WP1
and WP2 defines PMOS transistors widtth.

Fig-1 Ten Transistor Adderr cell
Based on CMOS 0.45-nm process ttechnology, the
proposed full adder is proven to havee the minimum
power consumption and less power-deelay product by
Cadence simulation comparing witth other prior
literature, the characteristics of the noovel hybrid full
adder shows that the design has the beest power-delay
product for carry out signal. Due to thee minimum time
delay of carry out, the adder core greattly improves the
overall performance for a large scaale of multi-bit
adder. In active mode of operationn the high Vt
transistors are turned off and the logic gates consisting
of low Vt transistors can operate withh low switching
power dissipation and smaller switcching time. In
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standby mode, the high Vt transsistors are turned off
thereby cutting off the internal low
w Vt circuitry.
III Low power 1-bit full adder
Most often, Full adder is a part of the critical path that
determines the overall performancce of a system. 1-bit
full adder is one of the most signifficant components of
a processor that determines its throughput. In this
bit 10-transistor full
paper I have designed a new 1-b
adder which dissipate less poweer than the standard
implementations of full adder cell. The proposed adder
h
transistor count
is tested and compared with the high
and existing 10-transistor adderrs under the same
conditions. The addition of 2 bitts A and B with C
yields a SUM and a CARRY
Y bit. The integer
equivalent of this relation is shown
n as
….3
………….….... 4
…………
e
(3) and (4)
The proposed adder implements equations
using complementary CMOS and MUX based design
he adder is useful in
logic with only 10 transistors. Th
larger circuits such as multipliers despite
d
the threshold
problem. The number of direct con
nnections from VDD
to the ground is reduced in the new
w design to minimize
the power consumption due to short
s
circuit current.
Also the generation of SUM from
m CARRY is avoided
as in the CMOS adder. Performancce analysis of all the
adder designs is carried out in 180n
nm, 90nm and 45nm
CMOS technology in cadence. The
T performance is
studied at power supply voltage of1.8V for 180nm,
nm at frequencies of
1.0V for 90nm and 0.7V for 45n
50MHZ.
IV CMOS Inverter Leakage Currrent
Dynamic power dissipation app
pears only when a
CMOS gate changes from one staable state to another
stable state. Thus, the power consumption can be
y of a given logic
reduced if the switching activity
circuit is reduced without chang
ging its function. A
straight approach is to design a full
f adder (FA) that
consumes less power. In the CMOS
C
devices, the
leakage current is becoming a major contributor to the
total power consumption. Thereffore Low threshold
voltages, sub threshold and gatee leakage in current
deep-sub micron technology have
h
become main
sources of leakage and are expected to increase with
the technology scaling. The leakage power is
becoming significant component of the total power
and may contribute to majorrity of the power
dissipation in future CMOS techno
ologies. The leakage
current and leakage power are incrreasing with scaling.
Dynamic power dissipation and static power
dissipation are the two
main sources for power
dissipation in CMOS circuits. Stattic power dissipation

occurs due to leakage current when the transistor is
usually off.

Fig-2. Static and dynamic power trends
The improvement in technology scaling has introduced
very large sub threshold leakage current, hence careful
design techniques are very important in order to reduce
sub threshold leakage current for low power design
.Leakage current emerge in both active and standby
modes. It is suggested to switch off the leakage current
when the circuit is in standby form. Technology
graphs and power are shown in fig-2.
There are two major leakages current for power
wastage in CMOS inverter
1.
2.

Sub threshold (weak inversion) leakage (ISUB)
Oxide tunneling Current (IG)

Where sub threshold leakage current are explain in
mathematical as
SUB
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conduction band of silicon. The FN is the current
equation which represents the tunneling through the
triangular potential barrier and is legal for VOX >ØOX,
where is the voltage drop across the oxide
V Leakage Reductions at Process Level
In a full adder, the total power dissipation in dynamic
and static components during the active mode. In the
standby mode, the power dissipation is due to the
standby leakage current. There are two major sources
for Dynamic power dissipation. First is the switching
power due to discharging and charging of load
capacitance. The second is short circuit power occurs
due to the nonzero rise and fall time of input
waveforms. The static power of a CMOS circuit is
calculated by the leakage current through each
transistor. The dynamic (switching) power (PD) and
leakage power (PLEAK) are expressed as
PD = ĮfCVDD2 … … … … … … … 8
PLEAK = ILEAK. VDD …. … .… … .. …9
Where Į is the switching activity; f is the operation
frequency; C is the load capacitance. The substrate
doping concentration should be proportionally
increase to decrease the depletion width. The theory
of constant field scaling lies in scaling the device
voltages and the device dimensions by the same factor,
In addition to gate oxide thickness and junction
scaling, another technique is used to improve shortchannel characteristics is fine engineering. By
changing the doping profile in the channel region, the
distribution of the electric field can be changed. The
purpose is to optimize the channel profile to minimize
the OFF-state leakage while maximizing the linear and
saturated drive currents.

where W and L denote the transistor width and length,
$%
is the
μ represents the carrier mobility, VTH =
&

thermal voltage at temperature T , CSTH = CDEP+ Cit
denotes the summation of the depletion region
capacitance and the interface trap capacitance both per
unit area of the MOS gate and Șҏ is the drain-induced
barrier lowering (DIBL) coefficient is the slope shape
factor and is calculated by equation-2
'(%)
………… 6
n=1+
'*+

Hence the Oxide tunneling Current (IG or IFN) explain
as
,-. 
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Where EOX is the field across the oxide; ØOX is the
barrier height for electrons in the conduction band; and
m* is the effective mass of an electron in the
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Fig-3(a) Leakage current of Adder

Fig 4(b) 10T Adder circuit with reeverse bias

Fig-3(b) Leakage current after improove on process
level
VI Leakage Reductions at Circuit Leevel
At the circuit level we can reduced leeakage by some
technique they self reverse biasing, muultiple threshold
voltage, gated Vdd/Ground.
a) Self Reverse Biasing
The body effect in CMOS transistors, a smaller width
of the depletion layer leads to lower VT. The reverse
biasing of CMOS transistor increasees VT while on
forward biasing of the COMS transistoor VT decreases.
And also in CMOS threshold voltagee increases with
increased doping of the channel but decreases with
applied bias. Therefore the current in thhe sub threshold
region can be partially decreased by rreverse biasing.
Equation (10) quantifies the back-gatee bias parameter
as function of the oxide capacitancee and substrate
doping level.

hout reverse bias
Fig5 (a) Leakage current with

.. . … … … . . . 10
is substrate
Where
is gate oxide thickness,
is gate
doping level q is unity electron charrge
oxide permittivity and
is Silicon perrmittivity.

Fig 5(b) Leakage current witth reverse bias
b) Multiple channel doping
The threshold voltage is equals to the summation of
ulk potential and the
the flat band voltage, twice the bu
voltage across the oxide due to the depletion layer
charge.
Fig 4(a) MOS Transistor with reversed bias
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The threshold voltage dependence on the doping
density is illustrated with for both n-type and p-type
MOSFETs with an aluminum gate metal.
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Fig-7 Transient Response with multiple doping
VII Simulation and Result
We simulate various Adder cell on cadence tool in
different-different technique and circuit parameter in
10T Adder and other and found that 10T Adder is the
most prominent low power consumption cell. The
leakage power is reduced by high level using various
techniques. We have clear that VT is the most
appropriate parameter for reducing leakage power and
leakage current. By increasing doping and decreasing
TOX reduced power consumption. The Equation-11
show that the threshold voltage dependent on various
parameters on Adder cell. Here we can see that the
threshold can changed by Ø, Ȗ and Ș. They are easily
change by well engineering design.
?@  ?@J
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A variation of the flat band voltage cause due
to oxide charge will cause a reduction of both
threshold voltages if the charge is positive and an
increase if the charge is negative.
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Fig-6 Threshold voltage of n-type (upper curve) and ptype (lower curve) MOSFETs versus substrate doping
density
The threshold of both types of devices is slightly
negative at low doping densities and differs by 4 times
the absolute value of the bulk potential. The threshold
of nMOS increases with doping while the threshold of
pMOS decreases with doping in the same way.
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